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GB: Thank you for choosing bathmate®: We have designed this product to give you
reliable operation over many years. Over 10 years of engineering and over
A 60 years of
accumulated expertise in design and manufacture of high quality consumer products has
made bathmate® a world leading company in this field. Please take a few moments to read
these safety instructions carefully, as we want you to enjoy your new bathmate® product
quickly and to the fullest.
Safety instructions: Please read these instructions carefully and completely before using
your Bathmate

sure to download the full user guide from our website and make it accessible to
· Make
those using the product.
your personal hygiene and safety, do not use this product with another person unless
· For
you clean it with the bathmate® Cleaning Tablets before passing it on to another person.
not use the bathmate® in situations which require special attention (e.g. while driving
· Do
or taking care of an infant or a child).
make sure that the bathmate® is dried and stored at room temperature when not in use.
·· Always
Use the bathmate® with care and store in a secure location to prevent it from falling to
hard surfaces.
Intended use of bathmate®
use" means that the bathmate® should be used within the operating conditions
· "Intended
and limitations described in these instructions.
use" means using the bathmate® in other ways as described in these
· "Improper
instructions, or under operating conditions which differ from those described herein.
B

C

Keep away from Children as this product contains small parts when dismantled.
Please read the instructions carefully before using the product, it is advisable to consult your
doctor before using, this is especially true for the Heart and Lung disease, High blood
pressure, History of Stroke, Epilepsy or Convulsing disorder, Genitor-urinary disorder
e.g. Kidney, Bladder, testicular or Penile problems, Uncontrolled diabetes.
Any person who experiences an adverse reaction to this product should stop use and
consult their doctor.
Do not dissemble unless you have read the manual. Dispose of the unit at a Recycling Centre.
Delivery of bathmate® includes:
1 x bathmate® Hydropump
1 x Instructions for use
1 x Growth gauge
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Delivery of bathmate®D
Cleaning Kit includes:

1

1 x Storage bag
2 x Sponge Head
1 x Brush Handle
8 x Cleaning Tablets
1 x Condom Holder
2 x Condom
1 x Terry Cloth towel
1 x Growth gauge
1 x Shower Strap (optional)
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QTY

CHECK VALVE
GAITER PUMP
COMFORT RING

TPE
Rubber
Rubber

0.89 g
90.77 g
19.66 g

O-RING
SPRING
VALVE BODY
VALVE CAP
BODY
DESCRIPTION

Rubber
Stainless Steel
Polycarbonate, Clear
Polycarbonate, Clear
Polycarbonate, Clear
MATERIAL

0.21 g
0.48 g
6.61 g
2.77 g
108.23 g
MASS

DO NOT SCALE IF IN DOUBT ASK

E

Hercules
250g
24 od min/84 od max
296mm
46mm
200mm
20mins
once a day
-0.17 bar
-0.40 bar

Goliath
330g
24 od min/115 od max
350mm
65mm
260mm
20mins
once a day
-0.17 bar
-0.40 bar

Made from high quality Polycarbonate, skin safe rubber and stainless steel materials.
Manufacturer Declerations
Warranty Regulations: The guarantee period for this bathmate® product is 24 months from
the date of purchase. Excluded are accessory items that where delivered with the
product or delivered separately, due to their characteristics these products have a
shorter service life than its principally dependent on the individual frequency of use.
The guarantee period starts from the date of original purchase. For this reason, we
recommend that the sales receipt be retained as Proof of Purchase. Without this proof
(which is checked by the responsible bathmate® Service Partner) you will not be
reimbursed for any repairs that are carried out.
Depending on your choice, guarantee service comprises, free of charge, the removal of
material and manufacturing defects through repair or replacement of either individual
parts or the entire devise.
Inappropriate usage (e.g. intentional damage, dropping the product, incorrect dissemble
and reassembly) wear and tear, force majeure and defects which where known at the
time of purchase are excluded from guarantee claims. The guarantee is void if the
product is manipulated in any way by non-authorised persons or repair stations.
In the case of a claim under the terms of this guarantee, send the device, including
accessories and sales receipt, to the responsible service partner. To minimize the risk of
transport damage we recommend that the original packaging is used.
Your legal rights are against the seller, resulting from the contract of sale, are not affected
by this guarantee. The guarantee can be claimed in all countries outside the E.U or the
U.S provided that no national law limits our terms of guarantee.

·

·
·
·
·

Before disposing of, please observe the respective country specific regulations!
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Note – Selecting the correct size of bathmate is most important. Bathmate® works similar to the principle
of a scuba diving suit, fitting snugly
Titleto the body, insulated with a layer of warming
F water. This design
DISFUNCTION
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purchasing your bathmate® you read the size chart guide; this will ensure you get the ultimate in comfort
visual enhancement and growth, in both length and girth.
bathmate® shower support strap user guide
The bathmate® Shower Support Strap has been specially designed to allow maximum comfort and
hands free operations when using your bathmate® showering or bathing.
The strap can be placed around the neck or over a shoulder, allowing you full access to each area when
showering or bathing.
Using bathmate® in the bath – your step by step guide
It is recommended that you first use the bathmate® in your bath tub to gain and experience the correct
procedures for optimum comfort and performance.
• Bathe for five minutes to relax the scrotum and testicles, when relaxed loosen up the penis with slight
foreplay. Ensure that the water level is sufficient (waste height) to support the bathmate® when you’re in
the lay back position.
• Fill up the hydropump with bath water and correctly position with the chamfer facing downwards ,
place over the penis and position on to the penis base . Reposition the scrotum and testicles to gain the
best in comfort and sealing fit.
• Whilst the bathmate® is facing upwards and full of water, force down and allow the water to be
expelled from within the hydropump chamber. By removing the water through the one way valve
negative pressure is created and the penis enlarged.
• The Hydropump gaiter is specially designed to slowly regain its original length, thus allowing you to
recompress the pump and further increase both the penis size and negative pressure inside the
chamber. (Expanding the blood and creating the negative pressure too quickly can cause redness,
speckling and a look of bruising around the penis; this is common with every conventional air penis
pump that allows the user to continuously pump the vacuum within their devices). bathmate® only
allows slow controlled growth and incremental negative pressure. Only when the user has reached
in maximum normal penile length does bathmate® start to generate it superior hydro force
vacuum making it by far the safest and most comfortable enhancement device on the planet.
• Until you have reached your maximum normal size it is necessary to hold the device or support it
using the shower /bathing support strap . Once reached, the maximum hydro forces can be attained as
your penis is forced safely to expand and grow. Remember if the pressure is too high simply press on the
release valve at the top of the device decreasing the vacuum and sensation. (due to its large water
volume bathmate® will only seal and balance stable when the user has reached maximum negative
pressure.)
• Has your penis now increases and expands you will find that you can compress small volumes of water
from the top of the device indicating the volume that your penis as naturally been forced to expand.
(Approximately an egg cup in volume for most users) over the maximum 20 minute session. This volume
increase of blood allows the penis to naturally increase the size of your next erection by the volume
amount.
Using bathmate® in the shower – your step by step guide
Using bathmate® in the shower as opposed to the Bath tub requires you to follow several simple steps:
Allow a few moments in the shower to soften and loosen the scrotum.
Place the shower strap over your head and adjust to a comfortable length, but do not yet attach it to
bathmate®.
Invert the bathmate® under the shower head and allow it to fill to the brim with water. You will need to
Material

Weight:
Width: Top/Base
Length:
Maximum penis girth:
Maximum penis length:
Duration of use:
Maximum use:
Max vacuum air:
Max vacuum water:

CE Declaration of Conformity: This device is in compliance with the essential requirements
and other relevant provisions of Directive 89/336/EC. The declaration is available on the
internet site at www.bathmate.eu

Assembly drawing of bathmate®
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Specifications

Green Declaration: Your bathmate® product was developed and manufactured with high
quality materials and this symbol indicates that we kindly request you to dispose of the unit
at your local recycling centre separately from normal waste at the end of its operational
lifetime. This will help to protect the environment in which we all live.
Thank You

cover or depress the stop flow button in the pressure relief valve while you are doing this, in order to
prevent water flowing out during the filling process.
Lower the bathmate®, still in the inverted position, and slide over the flaccid penis. Seat it over the pelvic
base, testicles outside.
You can now create vacuum pressure in the normal way by pressing the bathmate® into your pelvic seat,
thereby compressing the gaiter bellows. You can also gain pressure by placing the head of the
bathmate® against a solid shower wall and thrusting the hips. Note: If you have the smaller bathmate®,
you may wish to start with this. By using the bathmate® over a partially engorged penis it reduces the
weight of the water in the bathmate®.
When creating the vacuum it is advisable to lean backwards in order to eject any air that has become
trapped in the chamber.
Attach the shower strap by slotting the attachment over the end of the bathmate®.
You can now shower in comfort while the bathmate® goes to work enlarging your penis.
You can continually pump up the device to give your penis a good work out as well as enlarging it. This
can be done with the shower strap in place.
When you wish to end the process, simply release the pressure by depressing the flow valve and the
bathmate® can now be removed off the penis.
To keep your bathmate® in top condition we recommend you clean it after use, following the cleaning guide.
bathmate® penis gauge and measure user guide
The Penis Gauge allows you to accurately measure the length and girth of your penis in both metric and
imperial measurements.
For measuring the length of your penis, place the gauge alongside the penis with the top edge of the
gauge showing above your penis shaft. You can now read off the length. Choose which side of the gauge
you use for metric or imperial measurements.
For measuring the girth of your penis, move the gauge in front of your penis until the gap in the tapered
gauge is an approximate comparison to your size. You can now gently draw the gauge over the penis,
ensuring it is a slightly loose fit. This will give you a measurement of your girth, which can be read in
metric or imperial measurements.
IMPORTANT, do not slide the penis up and down inside the gauge as this may cause some discomfort.
User guide for the bathmate® cleaning brush and replaceable sponge heads.
The bathmate® cleaning brush was specially designed to offer the ultimate in hygienic sterile cleaning of
the bathmate® hydropump range . The design incorporates replaceable hygienic sponge heads that are
contoured to fit the internal hard to reach parts within the pump gaiter and hydropump chamber. The
brush design allows the user two grip positions, a short grip position for when cleaning the internal
pump gaiter and a long grip position when cleaning at length the inner chamber`s and internal valve
area. To remove the used sponge head simple pull at right angles to the brushes forked head and detach
from the brush. To replace a new sponge head compress the sponge between two finger and pull
equally through the forked head fingers whilst supporting the brush handle.
Once the sponge as reached the bottom of the fingers, pull the sponge sides equally between the
fingers, the brush is now ready for use, please read the full cleaning instructions to gain the most from
your bathmate® hydropump.
Warning Note:
• Do not exceed the maximum usage time of twenty minutes and never cause yourself discomfort , if
the positioning, fit and sealing of the device are not to your satisfaction simply remove and reposition .
• The development of the penis in either exercise or enhancement is gained only through time and
patients by the user in question. Miracles cures do not exist and the companies that say they do, are
often boosting huge and impossible gains in days and weeks. Take your time relax and enjoy the
bathmate® experience.
JONO the bathmate® inventor.

